2005 bmw 325

This BMW i Sport Touring is a well-maintained example of the E46 generation estate, benefiting
from a desirable specification and a smart colour scheme. Under the bonnet is a 2. The
odometer reads 95, miles, though this will rise slightly during the auction as the car is still in
use. Initially registered on 8 January and with only four owners in total, this example has the
rarer M Sport package â€” featuring firmer suspension, xenon headlights and part-Alcantara
upholstery among other things. The vendor, a BMW enthusiast, has owned the car for nearly 18
months. There are also stone chips around the front end, plus some signs of touch-up
paintwork around the front wings and bumper, and a small dent on the tailgate. Its wing mirror
glass would benefit from replacement in due course, as there is delamination on both sides.
Overall, the bodywork still has an impressive shine, thanks to a recent machine polishing
session. There are no rips or tears in the fabric, and the rear seats are in superb condition. The
cabin retains all of its original switchgear, with some minor scratches and marring visible on
lower trim elements. The vendor notes that the roll top lid from the centre console is missing. In
general, the interior presents very well indeed. An E46 Clubsport gear knob has also been fitted
to improve the shift quality, with the clutch delay valve also removed for this purpose.
Continuing the subtle OEM upgrades are the addition of silver instrument dial surrounds as
found on the i of the era. Everything is in working order, though there is an occasional
screenwash level warning, which the seller believes may be down to a slow leak on the washer
jets. The latest service was carried out by the owner at 91, miles in August , which comprised
replacement of the engine oil, oil filter and air filter. A raft of preventative maintenance items
have been carried out by the vendor during his near month ownership. A detailed list follows at
the end of this advert. The most recent MOT test was on 7 December at 95, miles, which resulted
in a first-time pass with no advisories or defects whatsoever. The wheels are shod in matching
Bridgestone Potenza tyres, which are in good order with approximately mm of tread remaining.
Offering practicality and an engaging driving experience, this BMW i Sport is a useable modern
classic that can be enjoyed by the whole family. Its strong service and maintenance history
provides additional peace of mind for its next owner, and it stands ready to be pressed into
immediate service, whether as a daily driver or for more occasional use. The description of this
auction lot is, to the best of the seller's knowledge, accurate and not misleading. Collecting
Cars requests a range of detail about the lot from the seller, and performs a level of due
diligence through HPI checks and MOT history where available. However, bidders must satisfy
themselves as to the accuracy of the description, and conduct any research they feel is
necessary before committing to a bid. Please see our Terms and Conditions for full details. This
vehicle shows no insurance database markers for damage or theft, and has no finance owing.
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